Proper Use of Trash Bins

Dear Residents:

This is a Beautiful Mountain Community that we live in and it is important that we all do our share to maintain the quality of our environment. One way to help is through proper refuse disposal which helps keep out neighborhoods clean, promotes recycling and prevents hazardous waste spills. Proper disposal is also helpful in encouraging wild animals to search for natural food sources as opposed to human garbage.

If you live in a unit which is serviced by a refuse bin on the property, it would be very helpful if you would utilize the following steps:

1. After depositing household waste in the containers, please secure the bear resistant latch.

2. If the container is full, please contact the property manager, rather than add trash so that the bear latch cannot be secured.

3. Hazardous Materials, such as paint, solvents and batteries, should not be deposited in these bins. Please contact Mammoth Disposal for information on how to dispose of these items.

4. Aluminum cans, paper, plastic glass and cardboard should be recycled. This can be done in the containers just to the right of Vons or in the transfer station in the Industrial Park at 59 Commerce Dr.

5. The Disposal Company will not pick up any furniture, TV's or like items placed by the dumpsters without a special request by the person contracting for the service, and then will charge additional fees. All bulky items should be taken to the transfer station in the Industrial Park.

Mammoth Disposal Phone Number: (760) 934-2201

If you have any questions please contact Johnny Goetz with the Town of Mammoth Lakes at: (760) 934-8989 Ext. 244 or by email: jgoetz@ci.mammoth-lakes.ca.us.

THAN YOU FOR YOUR HELP!